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ABSTRACT: The Tavis−Cummings system, wherein emitters
collectively interact with the same optical mode, has been a long-
standing model to study collective photon emission phenomena
such as superradiance. However, disorder in the resonant
frequencies of the quantum emitters can perturb these effects. In
this paper, we study the impact of dynamic modulation on the
interplay between superradiance and spectral disorder. Through
numerical simulations and analytical calculations, we provide
evidence that the effective cooperativity of the superradiant mode can be multiplicatively enhanced with a quantum control protocol
modulating the resonant frequency of the optical mode. Our results are relevant to experimental demonstration of superradiance in
solid-state quantum optical systems, wherein the spectral disorder is a signficant technological impediment toward achieving photon-
mediated emitter−emitter couplings.
KEYWORDS: quantum optics, cavity quantum electrodynamics, light−matter interaction, superradiance, optimization

■ INTRODUCTION
Coherent interaction between a collection of quantum emitters
and an optical mode, theoretically described by the Tavis−
Cummings model,1 has been a topic of intense theoretical
interest since the conception of quantum optics. Multiple
emitters coupling strongly to the same optical mode are known
to exhibit cooperative effects, the most prominent of which is
the formation of a superradiant state.2−5 Superradiant states
are fully symmetric collective excitations of the multiple
emitters whose interaction with the optical mode is enhanced
due to a constructive interference of the individually emitted
photons. These states underlie the physical phenomena of
collective spontaneous emission (Dicke superradiance)5−8 and
superradiant phase transitions.9−11 Furthermore, the enhance-
ment of light−matter interaction in such systems has
implications for design and implementation of a number of
quantum information processing blocks, such as transducers,12

memories,13 and nonclassical light sources.14

However, technologically relevant experimental systems that
can potentially demonstrate and use superradiance, such as
solid-state quantum optical systems like quantum dots,15,16

color centers,17 and rare-earth ions,18 often suffer from spectral
disorder among the quantum emitters. Since spectral disorder
can disrupt interactions between emitters, it competes with the
collective emitter−optical mode interaction and can prevent
the formation of the superradiant state. This interplay between
disorder and coherent interaction has been extensively studied
in time-independent quantum systems arising in many-body
physics19−26 as well as quantum optics.27−38 There has been
recent interest in understanding the impact of dynamical

modulation, applied globally on all the emitters, on the
properties of such models. Such modulation schemes are easily
experimentally accessible, for example, in quantum optical
systems with a dynamically modulated optical mode (such as
modulation of the resonant frequency of a cavity39) or with
collectively modulated emitters (through simultaneously laser
driving or stark shifting the resonant frequencies of all
emitters40,41). These global quantum controls designed with
off-the-shelf optimization techniques42,43 have been used to
potentially compensate for, or in some cases exploit, the
spectral disorder44,45 for building quantum information
processing hardware such as quantum transducers and
memories. However, an understanding of their effectiveness
in compensating disorder, specially in the thermodynamic limit
of a large number of emitters, is less well understood.

In this paper we study the interplay of superradiance and
spectral disorder in a dynamically modulated Tavis−Cum-
mings model. Within the single-photon subspace, the all-to-all
coupling between the emitters enables the formation of a
superradiant state over an extensive number of emitters,
irrespective of the extent of disorder in the system. We study
the impact of the dynamical modulation, designed as a
quantum control to compensate for the spectral disorder in the
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system, on the formation of this superradiant state. We
demonstrate that this dynamical modulation can achieve a
multiplicative enhancement in the cooperativity of the
superradiant state, even in the limit of a large number of
emitters. Finally, we provide evidence that this control pulse,
designed by only considering single-photon dynamics, also
multiplicatively enhances superradiance in the multiphoton
subspaces of the Tavis−Cummings model.

■ SYSTEM SETUP
We consider N emitters coupled to a cavity with the following
Hamiltonian (Figure 1a):
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where ωc(t) is the time-dependent frequency of the cavity, ωi
is the resonant frequency of the ith emitter, a† is the raising
operator of the cavity, σi† is the excitation operator of the ith
emitter, and g(N) is the emitter−cavity coupling strength
(which we allow to depend on the number of emitters).
Furthermore, we assume that the cavity emits into an output
channel with decay rate κ, and the emitters, in addition to
coupling to the cavity, individually decay with decay rate γ. We

will denote the state of this model with no photons in the
cavity and all emitters in their individual ground state, by |G⟩.

To quantify the superradiant behavior of this system, we use
two metrics: eigenstate superradiance and photon generation
fidelity. The eigenstate superradiance (ES) is calculated as

[ ] = | |
| =

t G( ) max
i

N

iES c
1

2

(2)

where the maximization is done over all |ϕ⟩, the single-photon
Floquet eigenstates of H(t). This metric can be interpreted as a
measure of the coupling between the (most) superradiant state
and the ground state |G⟩ induced by Hc. We point out that in
the absence of disorder and with the emitters being on-
resonance with the cavity mode, μES = N/2. Additionally, we
calculate the photon generation fidelity; we initialize the
emitters to an initial symmetric state (i.e., ∑i=1

N σi†|G⟩/√N),
allow it to decay into the output channel through the cavity,
and compute the probability of a photon being emitted into
the output channel:

[ ] = †t a t a t t( ) ( ) ( ) dFID c
0 (3)

The eigenstate superradiance is an eigenstate property that
captures the similarity of the dynamics of the system under
study and a superradiant system and may be relevant to other
phenomena involving superradiance, not necessarily just
photon emission. On the other hand, the photon generation
fidelity is a more practically relevant quantity of superradiance
that is possible to measure experimentally.

■ RESULTS
We begin by studying the behavior of an unmodulated system
(ωc(t) = 0) within the single-photon subspace as a function of
N. Figure 1b considers a setting where the coupling strength
between the cavity and emitters is independent of N (i.e., g(N)
∼ constant); in this case, within the single-photon subspace,
∥Hc∥ ∼ g(N)√N ∼ √N and ∥He∥ ∼ constant. Hence, for
large N, the dynamics of this system is completely dominated
by Hc, and spectral disorder does not play any role. This is
evidenced both by the eigenvalue superradiance approaching
N/2 as N → ∞ and the single-photon generation fidelity
approaching the fidelity of the homogeneous system (Figure
1b). A more interesting setting, studied in Figure 1c, is where
g(N) ∼ 1/√N so as to make the norms ∥Hc∥ and ∥He∥
comparable at large N. While it might seem unphysical to scale
g down with N, typical g’s and N’s satisfy this condition (where
g√N is of the order of other frequency scales in the problem,
like decay rate or disorder), so this setting is relevant. For
example, experiments have demonstrated 100 to 101 color
centers coupled to a cavity with a g/κ ≈ 10−1,46 and 105 to 106

rare earth ions coupled to a cavity with g/κ ≈ 10−3.47 In this
case, while superradiance is not completely recovered as N →
∞, we find that the eigenstate superradiance still scales as N;
consequently, a superradiant state is still formed between an
extensive number (but not all) of emitters. Likewise, the single
photon generation fidelity approaches a nonzero constant as N
→ ∞; since the coupling constant vanishes in this limit, this is
only possible if an extensive number of emitters are
cooperatively emitting into the cavity mode. The formation
of a superradiant state over an extensive number of emitters
stems from the all-to-all coupling between the emitters
mediated by the cavity mode, making it fundamentally

Figure 1. Setup and unmodulated system scaling. (a) We consider N
emitters with frequencies ωi coupled to a cavity with rate g(N). The
cavity is driven by a pulse that imparts a frequency shift ωc(t) and is
coupled to a waveguide with rate κ. (b) Single photon eigenstate
superradiance and fidelity of the unmodulated (ωc(t) = 0) system in
(a), with coupling strength g = κ held constant. Single photon
emission fidelity is calculated in the presence of external decay rate γ
= 2κ. (c) Eigenstate superradiance and fidelity with g scaled as g = κ/
√N. All plots show the average value from 25 different emitter
ensembles with frequencies sampled from a uniform distribution.
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different from the impact of disorder in models with local
interactions, wherein the number of emitters cooperatively
interacting with each other would grow at most logarithmically
with N.19,48

We next consider the impact of the dynamical modulation of
cavity resonance ωc(t) on superradiance. To find a modulation
signal that best compensates for the spectral disorder, we
maximize the single-photon generation fidelity (eq 3) with
respect to ωc(t). The optimized modulation signal is computed
by using time-dependent scattering theory49,50 together with
adjoint-sensitivity analysis51 (see Supporting Information for
details and examples) to solve the maximization problem.
Figure 2a shows the impact that applying this modulation has

on the photon emission rate (κ⟨a†(t)a(t)⟩) into the output
channel; we clearly see a significant sustained and consistent
enhancement of photon flux due to the modulating signal.
Furthermore, as is seen in Figure 2b,c, both the single-photon
generation fidelity as well as the eigenstate superradiance (now
computed with the eigenstate of the propagator corresponding
to the duration for which the pulse is applied) are
multiplicatively enhanced when compared to the unmodulated
system. This occurs even in the presence of inhomogeneity in
emitter coupling strength g (Supporting Information, Figure
S2).

Surprisingly, a constant enhancement in the superradiance
metrics persists, even in the limit of a large number of emitters,
and improves with an increase in the spectral disorder. To
confirm and provide an explanation of this behavior, we derive
an effective analytical model for directly capturing the
dynamics in the thermodynamic limit (N → ∞). Assuming a

Lorentzian distribution of the emitter frequency [p(ωi) = Δ0/
π(ωi

2 + Δ0
2)] and an external decay rate γ = 0, the single-

excitation dynamics in the limit of N → ∞ can be captured by
a coupled oscillator model (Figure 3a):
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Here, G = limN→∞g(N)√N, α(t) is the amplitude of the
dynamically modulated cavity mode, and β′(t) = β(t) + iSin(t)
is the amplitude of the superradiant mode, which directly
couples to the cavity mode. A detailed derivation of these
dynamics can be found in the Supporting Information. Note
that the inhomogeneous broadening, Δ0, effectively induces a
decay in the superradiant mode due to its coupling to the
subradiant states due to the inhomogeniety in the emitter
frequencies. By optimizing the single photon generation fidelity
with this effective model, we find an enhancement in
superradiance (Figure 3b), consistent with the finite N results.
We clearly see that the application of the modulation reduces
the number of photons lost to the subradiant states and can be
viewed as dynamically decoupling the subradiant states from
the superradiant mode.52 Figure 3c shows the dependence of
the improvement in the photon-generation fidelity achieved by
the modulation on the coupling strength G and the broadening
Δ; as is intuitively expected, higher improvement in super-
radiance is seen for more strongly coupled systems.
Furthermore, the improvement in single-photon generation
initially grows with Δ, but tends back toward 1 as Δ ≫ G as
the decay into the subradiant bath dominates the system
dynamics.

Finally, we study how superradiance within the multiphoton
subspaces is impacted by the dynamical modulation. While it is
in principle possible to recompute the modulation signal ωc(t)
by simulating an N excitation problem, where all the emitters
are initially excited (demonstrated in the Supporting
Information), the cost of performing this simulation increases
exponentially with N. However, physical intuition suggests that

Figure 2. Pulse optimization. (a) Output photon flux before and after
optimization for N = 10, 50, and 150, with g = κ/√N, Δ = 10κ, and a
constant external decay rate of 0.5κ. Transparent lines show the
photon flux for each ensemble and solid lines show the average. (b)
Optimized single photon emission fidelity scaling with N for g = κ/
√N, Δ = 10κ, and constant external decay rate γ = 0.5κ. (c)
Optimized eigenstate superradiance scaling with N for g = κ/√N and
Δ = 10κ. With these parameters, a homogeneous ensemble would
exhibit an eigenstate superradiance of N/2. Plots show the average
value from 25 different emitter ensembles drawn uniformly from [−Δ,
Δ].

Figure 3. Large N model. (a) Effective model for the system
presented in Figure 1a when emitter frequencies are drawn from a
Lorentzian distribution and N → ∞. (b) Output photon flux and
subradiant occupation for the optimized large N model with G = 3κ
and Δ = 5κ. (c) Large N optimization improvement scaling with Δ for
G = 1/3κ, 1κ, and 3κ.
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the pulse obtained by maximizing the single-photon super-
radiance facilitates the transfer of excitations between the
disordered ensemble of emitters and the cavity mode and,
hence, should also enhance superradiance within the full N−
excitation subspace. We see this effect in the photon emission
fidelity in Figure 4a; we point out that the enhancement
obtained for the N−excitation problem is smaller than that
obtained for the single-particle problem, since the pulse
designed within the single-photon space is conceivably
suboptimal for the N−excitation problem.

An important question that arises for the N−excitation
superradiance enhancement is whether it survives in the limit
of large N. Since numerical simulations of the large N model
become prohibitively expensive, we instead consider the
emitter frequencies to be chosen randomly only from a
discrete set (Figure 4b,c) as opposed to a continuous
distribution. Exploiting the permutational invariance of
emitters at the same frequency, this system can be simulated
with a cost that scales polynomially in the number of emitters,
but exponentially in the number of frequencies.53−57 We
expect the discrete probability distribution to at least
qualitatively capture the properties of the continuous
probability distribution, since it should, in principle, be
possible to discretize a continuous probability distribution
over the emitter frequencies into bins whose widths depend on
the line width of the system. While we do not have rigorous
proof of this statement, we numerically verify this for the
problem of computing the fidelity metric in the Supporting
Information. Figure 4b,c shows the dependence of the fidelity
on N for 2 and 4 frequency problems; we find that the
enhancement in superradiance on applying a pulse optimized
in the single-photon subspace remains nearly constant with N
in both cases, indicating that a multiplicative enhancement is
possible even in N−excitation superradiance.

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have studied a dynamically modulated
Tavis−Cummings Hamiltonian with spectral disorder and
presented an analysis of the emergence of superradiance in this
model. Our conclusions indicate that superradiance can persist

and be potentially technologically useful, even in the limit of
large spectral disorder, and that global quantum controls can
be used to enhance it. These results are relevant to a number of
ongoing experimental efforts in studying and scaling-up solid-
state quantum optical systems. One of the most important and
interesting problems left open in our work is scaling quantum
control designs with experimentally realistic local or quasi-local
controls to multiexcitation subspaces of systems with a large
number of emitters. While we explored how controls designed
with low excitation number subspaces can provide some
improvement, even in the high excitation number subspaces,
there might be the potential to design controls within the low
entanglement spaces of the Hilbert space (i.e., states described
by low bond dimension matrix product states), which have
been investigated in the context of waveguide QED systems
with spatial disorder.33
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